
National Officers and National Delegates 
 
Mr. President, will you please add the following action item under New Business 
to our National Meeting Agenda. 

 
 

Proposal  
Amendment of Delegates Handbook  

Winter Meeting Tournament Guideline Wagering Guideline 
 

 

The Harlingen PAGA proposes that the Delegates Handbook Winter Meeting Golf 

Tournament Guidelines under Wagering Guidelines be amended to add the Missouri City 

Invitational Registration Form as a template to be used to assist member Chapters to 

correctly set up the Registration Form for this event to be in compliance with the USGA 

Rules of Golf Amateur Status. 

 

The Winter Meeting Golf Tournament Guidelines under Wagering Guidelines states: 

1. Wagering will be optional. 

2. The amount of the wager will be the same amount for all players across all flights. 

3. Participants names that appeared on the Minimax roster from the previous year 

can participate in the wagering.  The skins game will follow the same guidelines. 

4. 100% of the wagered monies collected will be distributed to the winners in each 

flight. 

5. Host cities or committees will not be compensated in any way for collecting or 

making distributions of wagered monies. 

6. If a host Chapter needs assistance in collecting or making distributions of the 

wagered money, participants in each flight may help the host Chapter in such 

duties or additional duties.  (Example: posting scores, determining winners, etc.) 

7. Wagering is optional but the intent is to make it available to all members that 

qualify. 

8. Once a competitor begins a competitive round, there will be no refunds of 

optional wager money or optional skin money. 

9. All participants need an established handicap based on ten (10) current annual 

rounds of tournament golf, sanctioned by their local chapter. 

10. In case of a tie:  All players will divide the monies equally for each place equally.  

(Example: If three players tie for 2
nd

 place they will divide the monies for 2
nd

, 3
rd

, 

and 4
th

 places.) 

11. In case of a cancelled round: All wagered monies will be refunded to all 

participants.  In case of a two day competition each day is considered a separate 

competition.  Wagered monies and skin money is considered optional for each 

day. 

 

 

 



12. “The USGA does not object to informal wagering among individual golfers or 

teams of golfers when the players in general know each other, participation in the 

wagering is optional and is limited to the players, the sole source of all money 

won by the players is advanced by the players on themselves or their own teams 

and the amount of money involved is such that the primary purpose, is the playing 

of the game for enjoyment.” 

 

Some of the previous registration forms for the National Winter Tournament included the 

prize payout in the entry fee.  This prize payout was given in cash; this is a violation of 

the Rules of Golf Amateur Status.  Being that the PAGA Chapters are USGA Licensed 

we believe that we should conform to this rule especially in our National Tournaments.  

This proposal would help protect our Chapters and our Championship participants who 

compete in other USGA sanctioned events. 

 

Regards, 
 

 

 


